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HIGHLIGHTS

“THE MOUNTAINS’ MESSAGE” ACCORDING
TO DE STEFANI AND ZENI

The charity event, presented by the journalist Elisa Salvi, is an occasion to take
stock of the situation in Nepal after the earthquake with De Stefani (in the
pic).

Today in the valley
THE SOUL OF TY LE BLANC AT BELVEDERE

What do mountains narrate us when we climb them and discover their
most fascinating but also challenging aspects? How do the high-altitude
voices interact with the human soul and do they change it? For the
festival “Summer Inspirations” today at 9 p.m. by the cinema
Marmolada, the professor of holy writings and hiking-passionate
Stefano Zeni with the mountaineer Fausto de Stefani explain their
personal message from the mountains. Since several years the popular
mountaineer, the second Italian to climb all the 14 eight-thousand of
the earth, set up with the foundation Senza Frontiere the “Rarahil
Memorial School” to help Nepalese people hit by a terrible earthquake
the last April.

Itineraries
FROM FONTANAZZO TO CAMERLOI AND CAMPITELLO

RIFUGIO FREDAROLA – BELVEDERE CANAZEI 2 P.M.

Walk along path no.577, leave Fontanazzo di Sotto till you arrive
From Texas, Tyneshia Le Blanc exhibits in soul-blues concert, with the at the forest road on the left. Where the latter crosses the forest
musicians Michele Bonivento, Alvise Seggi and Moulaye Niang.
road coming from Mazzin, ascend rightwards. Pass an aedicule,
enter the flatland and continue to ascend. You will run into the
FLYING BIRDS
Dona Refuge: the path leads to a plain, where path no.580 arrives.
PALUA - CAMPESTRIN DI MAZZIN FROM 2 P.M. TO 5P.M.
Cross then Camerloi’s meadows, keep ascending and leave path
Flying birds. Exhibit of flight of birds of prey for kids and adults.
no.580, then rightward to Pas de Ciarejoles. The path descends to
Val Duron, in the wide clearing of Ciamp de Grévena. Pass through
RUNNING BATS
the alder wood till the valley bottom (0,45h; 3.30 hrs.), get into the
VILLAGE CENTRE - MOENA 9 P.M.
dirt road on the right that leads to Micheluzzi Refuge (1.850 m;
“Giro de le Notole” (the bats’ tour in Ladin) is back. Cross country
0,45 h; 4,15 hrs.), and from here descend to Campitello (0,45 h; 5
running race in the night for runners of all ages.
hrs.).

The complete schedule of events is available in the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
AUGUST 15 8.30 A.M. - CANAZEI

SELLARONDA MTB

WONDERFUL TOUR AROUND THE SELLA MASSIF WITH THE MTB
GUIDE. ENROLMENTS: SPORT CHECK POINT (PAID ACTIVITY).
AUGUST 8 8.30 A.M. - MOENA

STROLLING ALONG THE FRONTLINE
GUIDED EXCURSION TO SAN PELLEGRINO PASS ALONG THE
FRONTLINE OF THE GREAT WAR. ENROLMENTS: SPORT CHECK POINT
(PAID ACTIVITY).

Did you know that...
Only from the end of the XVIII century, due to continuous illness
and pestilences that hit the valley, a stable medical officer has
been nominated. Some official documents, dating back to 1804,
prove that the first act of the doctor Giacomo Soraperra was a
request to the Judge of Vigo against healers who, with any title,
use to work in the valley. Moreover, the medical officer committed
in order to spread the usage of vaccines against the most common
epidemics which unceasingly hit the population.

AUGUST 8 FROM 5 P.M. TO 7 P.M.– CAMPITELLO

VERTICAL GYM

WITH THE EXPERT ADVISES OF THE ALPINE GUIDE, CLIMBING
LESSON ON THE ARTIFICIAL WALL ADEL. ENROLMENTS: SPORT
CHECK POINT (PAID ACTIVITY).
Initiatives reserved to guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment) enrolments required by the previous day at the Tourist Offices .
Activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board
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